The Snowflakes Are Falling Down
(sung to farmer in the dell)

The snowflakes are falling down...
The snowflakes are falling down...
Here there and everywhere...
The Snowflakes are falling down.

***For this song you can raise your hands in the air and wiggle your fingers as you lower you hands for the snow falling down. You can also print snowflakes and glue them to crafts sticks. Give each child two snowflakes to raise up in the air and lower down.

Ten Little Snowflakes
(sung to ten little Indians)

One little ... two little ... three little snowflakes...
four little ... five little ... six little snowflakes...
seven little ... eight little ... nine little snowflakes...
ten little snowflakes sitting on my tongue!

(at the end stick tongue out and pretend to catch snowflakes)
Snowflakes
(sung to London Bridge)

Snowflakes are in the air ... on the ground ... all around ...

Snowflakes are lots of fun ... So let's build a snowman!!
The Snowflakes Are Falling Down
(sung to farmer in the dell)

The snowflakes are falling down...
The snowflakes are falling down...
Here there and everywhere...
The Snowflakes are falling down.

***For this song you can raise your hands in the air and wiggle your fingers as you lower you hands for the snow falling down. You can also print snowflakes and glue them to crafts sticks. Give each child two snowflakes to raise up in the air and lower down.

Ten Little Snowflakes
(sung to ten little Indians)

One little ... two little ... three little snowflakes...
four little ... five little ... six little snowflakes...
seven little ... eight little ... nine little snowflakes...
ten little snowflakes sitting on my tongue!

(at the end stick tongue out and pretend to catch snowflakes)
Snowflakes
(sung to London Bridge)

Snowflakes are in the air ...
on the ground ...
all around ...

Snowflakes are lots of fun ...
So let's build a snowman!!